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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel neural fuzzy inference method - NFI for transductive
reasoning systems. NFI develops further some ideas from DENFIS - dynamic neuro-fuzzy
inference systems for both on-line and off-line time series prediction tasks. While inductive
reasoning is concerned with the development of a model (a function) to approximate data in the
whole problem space (induction), and consecutively - using this model to predict output values
for a new input vector (deduction), in transductive reasoning systems a local model is developed
for every new input vector, based on some closest to this vector data from an existing database
(also generated from an existing model). NFI is compared with both inductive connectionist
systems (e.g., MLP, DENFIS) and transductive reasoning systems (e.g., K-NN) on three case
study prediction/identification problems. The first one is a prediction task on Mackey Glass time
series; the second one is a classification on Iris data; and the last one is a real medical decision
support problem of estimating the level of renal function of a patient, based on measured clinical
parameters for the purpose of their personalised treatment. The case studies have demonstrated
better accuracy obtained with the use of the NFI transductive reasoning in comparison with the
inductive reasoning systems.
Key words: transductive reasoning; neural-fuzzy inference; time series prediction; adaptive
systems; renal function evaluation.
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1. Inductive versus Transductive Learning and Reasoning Systems
Most of learning models and systems in artificial intelligence developed and implemented so
far [31], especially in the area of soft computing [10], [11], [13], [19], [28], [32], [37], [40], and
particularly – in neuro-fuzzy reasoning systems [5], [6], [8], [20], [21], [30] are based on
inductive inference methods, where a model (a function) is derived from data representing the
problem space and this model is further applied on new data. The model is usually created
without taking into account any information about a particular new data vector (test data). An
error is measured to estimate how well the new data fits into the model.
The models are in most cases global models, covering the whole problem space. Such models
are for example: regression functions; the multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP) used in
this paper to compare results with, and also – the ANFIS neuro-fuzzy inference system [20].
These models are difficult to update on new data without using old data, previously used to
derive the models. Creating a global model (function) that would be valid for the whole problem
space is a difficult task, and in most cases – it is not necessary to solve. In some connectionist
and also fuzzy inference systems [11], [16], [23] the global model learned in a system consists of
many local models (rules) that collectively cover the whole space and are adjusted incrementally
on new data. The output for a new vector is calculated based on the activation of one or several
neighbouring local models (rules). Such systems are the evolving connectionist systems (ECOS)
[23], for example – EFuNN [22] and DENFIS [24].
The inductive learning and inference approach is useful when a global model (“the big
picture”) of the problem is needed even in its very approximate form. In some models (e.g.
ECOS) it is possible to apply incremental, on-line learning to adjust this model on new data and
trace its evolution.
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[Figure 1]
In contrast to the inductive learning and inference methods, transductive inference methods
estimate the value of a potential model (function) only in a single point of the space (the new data
vector) utilizing additional information related to this point [36]. This approach seems to be more
appropriate for clinical and medical applications of learning systems, where the focus is not on
the model, but on the individual patient. Each individual data vector (e.g.: a patient in the medical
area [1], [3]; a future time moment for predicting a time series [9], [15]; or a target day for
predicting a stock index [17]) may need an individual, local model that best fits the new data,
rather then - a global model. In the latter case the new data is matched into a model without
taking into account any specific information about this data.
Transductive inference is concerned with the estimation of a function in a single point of the
space only. For every new input vector x i that needs to be processed for a prognostic task, the Ni
nearest neighbours, which form a sub-data set Di, are derived from an existing data set D and, if
necessary, generated from an existing model M. A new model Mi is dynamically created from
these samples to approximate the function in the point x i (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). The system
is then used to calculate the output value yi for this input vector xi (Figures 2 and 3).
[Figure 2 ]
[Figure 3]
Before the proposed method, called NFI, is discussed in detail, a very simple transductive
inference method – k-nearest neighbour method (K-NN) is briefly introduced to compare with
NFI. In the K-NN method, the output value yi for a new vector xi is calculated as the average of
the output values of the k nearest samples from the data set Di. In the weighted K-NN method
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(WKNN) the output yi is calculated based on the distance of the K-NN samples to xi:
Ni

wj yj
yi =

j =1
Ni

(1)

wj
j =1

where: yj is the output value for the sample xj from Di and wj are their weights measured as

wj =

max(d ) − [dj − min(d )]
max(d )

(2)

In Eq. (2) the vector d = [d1, d2, … dNi] is defined as the distances between the new input vector
xi and Ni nearest neighbours (xj, y j) for j = 1 to Ni; max(d) and min(d) are the maximum and
minimum values in d respectively. The weights wj have the values between min(d)/max(d) and 1;
the sample with the minimum distance to the new input vector has the weight value of 1, and it
has the value min(d)/max(d) in case of maximum distance. Although both K-NN (or WKNN)
and NFI are trainsductive models, for most cases, the NFI has much higher accuracy than K-NN
because a K-NN model simply takes the average value of outputs of the nearest neighbours as its
output, while the NFI uses the samples to create and train a local fuzzy inference system.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the description of NFI and its learning
algorithm and in Section 3, different NFI models are applied on two benchmark data sets –
Mackey-Glass and Iris, and on a clinical data set – glomerular filtration rate (GFR) [29]. The
results are compared with the results obtained by the use of MLP, DENFIS, ANFIS and WKNN.
Section 4 presents a detailed comparative analysis on both the accuracy and time complexity of
the presented NFI model and one global model – in this case, ANFIS. Conclusions and directions
for further research are presented in Section 5.
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2. NFI: A Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Method for Transductive Reasoning
2.1 General Principles

NFI is a dynamic neural-fuzzy inference system with a local generalization, in which, either
Zadeh-Mamdani [7], [38], or Takagi-Sugeno [35] type fuzzy inference is used. The local
generalization means that in a sub-space of the whole problem space (local area) a model is
crated that performs generalization in this area. In the NFI model, Gaussian fuzzy membership
functions are applied in each fuzzy rule for both antecedent and consequent parts (ZadehMamdani type), or for the antecedent part only (Takagi-Sugeno type). A BP (Back-Propagation)
[2] learning algorithm is used for optimizing the parameters of the fuzzy membership functions
(in both Zadeh-Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno types). The distance between vectors x and y is
measured in NFI as the normalized Euclidean distance defined as follows (the values are between
0 and 1):

1
x− y =
P
where: x, y

P

xj − yj

2

1
2

(4)

j =1

RP.

To partition the input space for creating fuzzy rules and obtaining initial values of fuzzy rules,
the ECM (Evolving Clustering Method) is applied [24] and the cluster centres and cluster
radiuses are respectively taken as initial values of the centres and widths of the Gaussian
membership functions (for both Zadeh-Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno types). The ECM performs
a scatter partition that has relatively small number of clusters covering the space. The data in a
cluster are used for creating a linear function (Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy inference) as a local
model for output function evaluation as described below.
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2.2. NFI Learning Algorithm

Suppose that data have been normalized (the values are between 0 and 1) and, for each new
data vector x q, the NFI performs the following learning algorithm, as also shown in Figure 4:

[Figure 4]

1. Search in the training data set in the input space to find Nq training examples that are closest
to xq. The value for Nq can be pre-defined based on experience, or – optimised through the
application of an optimization procedure. Here we assume the former approach.
2.

Calculate the distances d i, i = 1, 2, …, Nq, between each of these data samples and xq. And
calculate the weights wi = 1 – (d i – min(d)), i = 1, 2, …, Nq, min(d) is the minimum value in
the distance vector d = [d 1, d2, … , d Nq].

3.

Use the ECM clustering algorithm to cluster and partition the input sub-space that consists
of Nq selected training samples.

4.

Create fuzzy rules and set their initial parameter values according to the ECM clustering
procedure results; for each cluster, the cluster centre is taken as the centre of a fuzzy
membership function (Gaussian function) and the cluster radius is taken as the width.

5.

Apply the steepest descent method (back-propagation) to optimize the parameters of the
fuzzy rules in the local model Mq following Eq. (5 – 24).

6.

Calculate the output value yq for the input vector xq applying fuzzy inference over the set of
fuzzy rules that constitute the local model Mq.

7. End of the procedure.
The parameter optimisation procedure is described below:
6
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Consider the system having P inputs, one output and M fuzzy rules defined initially through
the ECM clustering procedure, the l-th rule has the form of:
Rl :

If x1 is Fl1 and x2 is Fl2 and … xP is FlP, then y is Gl .
(Zadeh-Mamdani type)

(5)

or,
Rl :

If x1 is Fl1 and x2 is Fl2 and … xP is FlP, then y is nl.
(Takagi-Sugeno type)

(6)

Here, Flj are fuzzy sets defined by the following Gaussian type membership function:
GaussianMF = α exp −

(x − m ) 2

(7)

2σ 2

and Gl are of a similar type as Flj and are defined as:
GaussianMF = exp −

( y - n )2

(for Zadeh-Mamdani type),

2δ2

(8)

or:
nl = bl0 + bl1 x1 + bl2 x2 + . . . + blP xP :

(for Takagi-Sugeno type)

(9)

Using the Modified Centre Average defuzzification procedure [5] the output value of the
system can be calculated for an input vector xi = [x1, x2, …, xP] as follows:
P
(xij − mlj )2
Gl
α
exp
−
lj
2 ∏
2σ lj2
l = 1 δ l j =1
M

f ( xi ) =

M

1
2
l = 1 δl

P

∏α
j =1

lj

exp −

( xij − mlj )2

(for Zadeh-Mamdani type)

(10)

2σ lj2

or:
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f ( xi ) =

xij − mlj )2
(
−

P

M
l= 1
M

nl ∏ αlj exp

2σ lj2

j =1

P

∏α

lj

(for Takagi-Sugeno type)

(xij − mlj )2

exp −

(11)

2σ lj2

l =1 j =1

Suppose the NFI is given a training input-output data pair [xi, ti], the system minimizes the
following objective function (a weighted error function):

E=

2
1
wi [ f ( xi ) − t i]
2

(wi are defined in step 2)

(12)

The steepest descent algorithm (BP) [2] is used then to obtain the formulas for the
optimization of the parameters Gl, δl, αlj, mlj and σlj of Zadeh-Mamdani type NFI such that the
value of E from Eq. (12) is minimized:

Gl ( k + 1) = Gl ( k ) −

ηG

wi ( xi )[ f

δ /2 ( k )

w i ( x i )[ f



δl ( k + 1) = δl ( k ) −

δ

3
/



α

(13)
( xi ) − G l ( k ) ]

(k)

(14)

wi ( xi ) [ f ( k )( xi ) − ti ][G l (k ) − f ( k )( xi) ]

(15)



δ ( k ) αlj (k )
2
l



mlj (k + 1) = mlj ( k ) −

( x i ) − ti ][ f

(k)



δ (k )

αlj (k + 1) = αlj (k ) −

( xi ) − t i ]

(k )

m

δ (k ) σ ( k )
2
/j

2
l

wi ( xi ) [ f ( k )( xi ) − ti ][G l (k ) − f ( k )( xi )][xij − mlj ( k ) ]


(16)


σlj (k + 1) = σlj (k ) −

σ

wi ( xi) [ f (k )( xi ) − ti ][G l ( k ) − f ( k )( xi )][xij − mlj ( k )]2


δ (k ) σ ( k )
2
l

3
/j

(17)
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xij (k ) − mlj(k )] 2
[
α lj exp −
∏
2σ lj2 (k )
j =1
M
[xij (k ) − mlj (k )] 2
1 P
−
α exp
2 ∏ lj
2σ lj2 (k )
l = 1 δ l j =1
P

( xi ) =

here,

(18)

The steepest descent algorithm (BP) is also used to obtain the formulas for the optimization of
the parameters bl, αlj, mlj and σlj of the Takagi-Sugeno type NFI such that the value of E from Eq.
(12) is minimized:

bl 0( k + 1) = bl 0 ( k ) −

blj ( k + 1) = blj ( k ) −

w i ( xi ) [ f

( xi ) − ti ]

(k )





b

x w i ( xi ) [ f




( x i ) − ti ]

(k )

b ij



αlj (k + 1) = αlj ( k ) −

α

αlj (k )

wi ( xi )[ f



mlj ( k + 1) = mlj (k ) −

m

σ /2j ( k )



σ

σlj (k + 1) = σlj (k ) −

σ (k )
3
/j

(19)

(20)

( xi ) − ti ][nl ( k ) − f ( k )( xi) ]

(k )

wi ( xi ) [ f

wi ( xi ) [ f

( xi ) − ti ][nl ( k ) − f

(k )

( xi ) − ti ][nl (k ) − f

(k )

xij (k ) − mlj(k )] 2
[
α lj exp −
∏
2σ lj2 (k )
j =1
M P
xij (k ) − mlj (k )] 2
[
∏ αlj exp − 2σlj2 (k )
l = 1 j =1

(21)

( xi )][xij − mlj (k )]

(22)

( xi )][xij − mlj (k )]2

(23)

(k )

(k )

P

here,


( xi ) =

where: ηG ,


δ

,


b

,


α

,


m

and


σ

(24)

are learning rates for updating the parameters Gl, δl, bj, αlj, mlj
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and σ lj respectively.
In the NFI training algorithm, the following indexes are used:
•

Training data samples: i = 1, 2, … , N;

•

Input variables: j = 1, 2, … , P;

•

Fuzzy rules: l = 1, 2, …, M;

•

Learning epochs: k = 1, 2, ….

3. Applications of the Transductive NFI Method on Three Case Study
Problems: Prediction, Classification, and Identification
3.1 Time Series Modelling and Prediction
In this section the NFI model is applied for modelling and predicting the future values of a
chaotic time series - the Mackey-Glass (MG) data set [12], [15] which has been used as a benchmark problem in the areas of neural networks, fuzzy systems and hybrid systems. Here a TakagiSugeno type NFI is used. This time series is created with the use of the MG time-delay
differential equation defined below:
d x(t)
0.2 x(t – τ )
––––– = –––––––––––
– 0.1x(t)
dt
1 + x 10(t –τ)

(25)

To obtain values at integer time points, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method was used to find
the numerical solution to the above MG equation. Here we assume that: the time step is 0.1; x(0)
= 1.2; τ = 17; and x(t) = 0 for t < 0. The task is to predict the values x(t + 6) from input vectors
[x(t – 18), x(t – 12), x(t – 6), x(t)] for any value of the time t. The following experiment was
conducted: 1000 data points, from t = 118 to 1117, were extracted, the first 500 data was taken as
the training data and another 500 as testing data. For each of the testing data sample a local
10
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transductive model is created and tested on this data. Figure 5 displays the target data. Table1
lists the simulating results represented by NDEI – non-dimensional error index which is defined
as the root mean square error (RMSE) divided by the standard deviation of the target series. For
the purpose of a comparative analysis, we have quoted the prediction results on the same data
produced by some other methods [27], which are also listed in Table 1.

[Figure 5]
[Table 1]

The NFI transductive reasoning system performs better than the other inductive reasoning
models. This is a result of the fine tuning of each local model in NFI for each tested example,
derived according to the NFI learning procedure. The finely tuned local models achieve a better
local generalisation.

3.2 Transductive NFI for Classification
In this section, the transductive NFI (Zadeh-Mamdani type) is used as a classifier on a
benchmark data set – Iris data. Iris is perhaps the best known data set to be found in the pattern
recognition and classification literature. The data set contains three classes of 50 instances with
four numeric, predictive attributes (1. sepal length; 2. sepal width; 3. petal length; 4. petal width).
Each Class refers to a type of iris plant. One class, Iris Setosa, is linearly separable from the other
two classes, Iris Versicolour and Iris Virginica; the latter are not linearly separable from each
other.
To compare the performance of the NFI method we conducted the following experiments. We
used ECMC (evolving clustering based classifier) [34], ECF (evolving classifying function) [25] ,
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ZISC [39] and a multiplayer perceptron (MLP) on the same data. All experimental results listed
in Table 2 are based on 10 experiments with the same model and parameters and the results (Rn –
number of neurons or rules, and TestError – the number of errors on the testing data) are
averaged. In each experiment 50% of the whole data set is randomly selected as training data and
another 50% as testing data.
[Table 2]
The results from Table 2 show that NFI outperforms the other classification methods.

3.3 Transaductive NFI for Personalised Modelling in Medical Decision Support Systems
The transductive NFI method can be applied for the creation of a personalised model of a
patient for a medical diagnosis, disease prognosis, and treatment planning. Personalised medicine
is a growing area of research where this method can be utilised broadly.
Here, the transductive NFI (Zadeh-Mamdani type) is applied for the creation of personalised
(individualised) models for the evaluation (identification) of renal function of patients in a renal
clinic. Real data is used collected in a clinical environment.
The accurate evaluation of renal function is fundamental to sound nephrology practice. The
early detection of renal impairment will allow for the institution of appropriate diagnostic and
therapeutic measures, and potentially maximise preservation of intact nephrons [18].
Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is traditionally considered the best overall index to determine
renal function in healthy and in diseased people. Most clinicians rely upon the clearance of
creatinine (CrCl) as a convenient and inexpensive surrogate for GFR. CrCl can be determined by
either timed urine collection, or from serum creatinine using equations developed from regression
analyses such as that by Cockcroft-Gault formula, but the accuracy of CrCl is limited by
methodological imprecision and the systematic bias [29].
12
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Recently, the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) study group developed a new
formula to more accurately evaluate the GFR [29]. The formula uses six input variables: age,
gender, Screat, Race, Salb and Surea and is defined as follows:

GFR = 170× Screat-0.999 × Age-0.176 × 0.762(if female) × 1.18(if race is black) × Surea -0.17 ×Salb0.318

(26)

In this formula, Screat (Serum creatinine) is a protein which is expected to be filtered in the
kidneys and the residual of it – released into the blood. The creatinine level in the serum is
determined by the rate it is being removed in the kidney and is also a measure of the kidney
function. Surea (Serum urea) is a substance produced in the liver as a means of disposing of
ammonia from protein metabolism. It is filtered by the kidney and can be reabsorbed to the
bloodstream. Salb (Serum albumin) is the protein of the highest concentration in plasma.
Decreased serum albumin may result from kidney disease, which allows albumin to escape into
the urine. Decreased albumin may also be explained by malnutrition or liver disease .
However, prediction of GFR with the use of the existing formulas that constitute global and
fixed models, can be misleading as to the presence and progression of renal disease [29]. Here,
the transductive NFI method is applied for the prediction of the GFR through the construction of
an individual model for each new patient.
Using NFI on a GFR data set (447 samples), collected from hospitals in New Zealand and
Australia, we have obtained more accurate results than with the use of the MDRD formula or the
use of other connectionist and statistical techniques. The results are listed in Table 3. For
comparison, the results produced by the MDRD formula (a global regression model), the MLP (a
globally trained connectionist model), the ANFIS (a global TSK fuzzy model) and DENFIS (a
global model that is a set of adaptive local models), all – inductive reasoning systems, along with
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the results produced by using the transductive WKNN method, are also listed in the table.
[Table 3]
All experimental results reported here are based on 10 cross-validation experiments with the
same model and parameter values, and the results are averaged. In each experiment, 70% of the
whole data set is randomly selected as training data and another 30% as testing data. The results
are listed in Table 3. They include: Rn – the number of fuzzy rules (for ANFIS, DENFIS and for
NFI); number of neurons in the hidden layer (for the MLP model), the test RMSE (root mean
square error), and the test MAE (mean absolute error).
The transductive NFI system gives the best accuracy of the GFR evaluation for each
individual patient and overall – for the whole data set.

4. Comparative Analysis and Discussions

Here we compare the transductive NFI method with global modelling techniques in terms of
accuracy of the model and the time required. It was shown in Table 3 that a personalised model is
at average more accurate for the prediction of the output values for new input vectors x than a
general model, e.g. ANFIS, MLP, when recalled on x. This is illustrated more in detail in Figure
6 and Table 4 on randomly selected 10 samples from the GFR renal function identification
problem. For each of the 10 test samples a global ANFIS model is created (using the rest of the
samples), along with a personalised NFI model (using only some nearest samples). The error in
the predicted values is compared between the two models for each of the 10 individual samples.
The error produced by the NFI approach in most of the cases is smaller than the error of the
ANFIS model. Accuracy of prediction is the single most important issue in medical prognostic
14
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systems as that saves lives and resources due to a more accurate and personalised treatment and
medication of each patient.
[Figure 6]
[Table 4]
Transductive NFI modelling may require a longer time for the creation of a model for a single
input vector x than recalling a global model (e.g. ANFIS, MLP) on this vector. But the time for a
personalised model creation is not at all long as the model is created with the use of only a subset
of samples from the whole problem space as it is shown in Figure 7a and 7b. The time for the
first phase of searching for the nearest samples to the new one depends on the size of the data set
and the search algorithm. In terms of time required, the time to create a personalised model is
much shorter (e.g. an order of magnitude) than the time for the creation of a global model, if for
every new sample a global model needs to be created (see Table 4). This is the case when a
global model cannot be adapted on incoming data continuously. Real time use of personalised
modelling would be possible when dealing with not very large data sets, otherwise some prefiltering of the data may be needed. For the GFR case study problem, the average time for the
creation of a NFI model is about 20 sec on a standard personal computer (2.4 MHz Pentium;
using an NFI MATLAB uncompiled code). The time for a global ANFIS model creation is
evaluated above 450 sec when a compiled MATLAB code of ANFIS is run.

[Figure 7a, b]

A major advantage of the personalised modelling is that for a single vector (a single patient data)
an individual model is created that can be used to explain the calculated output value. Tables 5
and 6 illustrate this for sample No.270 from the 10 randomly selected samples in Figure 6. Table
5 compares the results from the NFI personalised model and the ANFIS global model, while
15
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Table 6 shows the five fuzzy rules (first-order Takagi-Sugeno type) that comprise this NFI
model. Each rule represents an output function for each of the 5 clusters that are defined for the
32 nearest samples to the sample No.270. The rules constitute also a good explanation on the
predicted value for this patient.

[Table 5]
[Table 6]

If a single linear regression was used for personalised modelling instead of the NFI method, one
linear function would have been derived for the whole set of 32 samples, that would result in a
less accurate prediction.

5. Conclusions and Further Research
This paper presents a transductive neuro-fuzzy inference method – NFI, for prediction,
classification, and identification tasks. Both Zadeh-Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy
models are developed. The NFI transductive inference method has several advantages when
compared to the previously developed inductive inference methods on the some data sets:
(1) It performs a better local generalisation over new data as it develops an individual model
for each data vector that takes into account the new input vector location in the space.
This type of modelling can be called “personalised”, and it is promising for medical
decision support systems.
(2) It works well in a large dimensional space of many variables (for example – thousands of
genes, proteins and clinical variables), but with a relatively small number of examples.
16
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According to [36] a sample size is considered small if the ratio N/M < 20, where N is the
size of the data set and M is the VC (Vapnik-Chervonenkis) dimension – an estimate of
the possible number of functions in the space for the defined problem and for the
available data set.
(3) The transductive NFI is an adaptive model, in the sense that input-output pairs of data can
be added to the data set continuously and immediately made available for transductive
inference of local models.
(4) The NFI method can be used at different times on different number of variables (different
dimensions) and over data vectors characterised by missing values. A personalised model
can be evolved with the use of only the available variables in the new vector that is not
possible when using global models.
As the NFI method creates a unique sub-model for each data sample, it usually needs more
performing time than inductive models, especially in the case of training and simulating on large
data sets. Although there are some simulating data samples that are same or very similar to each
other, the NFI model will create the same or very similar models for them repeatedly. It is
therefore advantageous to use both incremental, inductive reasoning (e.g. ECOS) to reveal a
global model (the “big picture”), and the NFI transductive reasoning for accurate personalised
inference and decision making, or to store some already evolved personalised models for a
further use, which is one of our current research topics. Time complexity of the method depends
mainly on the search algorithm – while searching for similar data to the new vector in a data base.
The problem of the efficiency of search algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper.
Further directions for research include: (1) NFI system parameter optimization such as optimal
number of nearest samples; (2) Using some signal processing techniques to improve the NFI
17
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model for dealing with noisy data; (3) Investigating different distance measure methods for the
selection of the neighbouring samples; (4) Developing non-linear local models for each cluster of
the selected samples; (5) Applications of the NFI transductive inference method to other decision
support problems, such as: cardio-vascular risk prognosis [3]; biological processes modelling and
prediction based on gene expression micro-array data [4], [14]; business decision support.
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Figure 1: A block diagram of an inductive reasoning system. A global model M is created based
on data samples from D and then recalled for every new vector xi.

Figure 2. A block diagram of a transductive reasoning system. An individual model Mi is trained
for every new input vector xi with the use of samples Di selected from a data set D, and samples
D0,i generated from an existing model (formula) M (if such a model is existing). The data
samples in both Di and D0,i are similar to the new vector xi according to defined similarity
criteria.
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– a new data vector;


– a sample from D;



– a sample from M

Figure 3. In the centre of a transductive reasoning system is the new data vector (here illustrated
with two of them – x1 and x2), surrounded by a fixed number of nearest data samples selected
from the training data D and generated from an existing model M.
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Figure 4. A block diagram of the proposed NFI learning algorithm
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Figure 5. The Mackey-Glass case study data: the first half (118 – 617) is used as training data,
and the next half (618 – 1117) - as testing data

Figure 6. Comparison of the absolute error of a global ANFIS model trained for the prediction of
GFR and tested on 10 new randomly selected samples, and the error of personalised NFI models
built individually for each of these 10 samples (dark colour bars represent ANFIS errors, and
light colour bars represents NFI errors)
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Figure 7a. Training samples and rule nodes of ANFIS in 2D PCA space. Denotation: ‘o‘: all 446


samples; ‘+‘: sample No.270; ‘ ‘: 64 rule nodes.

Figure 7b. Training samples and rule nodes of NFI in the 2D PCA space. Denotation: ‘o‘:


samples (light); ‘o‘: selected 32 nearest samples (dark); ‘+‘: sample No.270; ‘ ‘: 5 rule nodes
(centres of Gaussian membership functions). The corresponding rules are given in Table 6.
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Table 1. Test results on MG data
Model

Test NDEI

WKNN

0.06

CC - NN model

0.06

6th-order Polynomial

0.04

MLP (BP)

0.02

HyFIS [27]

0.01

ANFIS [20]

0.007

DENFIS [24]

0.006

NFI

0.004

Table 2. Classification test results on Iris data
Model

Nodes Rn Test Error

ECF [25]

12

4

ECMC [23]

9.8

3.8

ZISC 39]

14.4

6.1

MLP

12

4.6

NFI

6.3

3.3
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Table 3. Comparison between the test error for GFR renal function evaluation with the use of the
proposed NFI transductive reasoning method versus the MDRD formula, MLP, DENFIS and
WKNN models.

Model

Nodes Rn

MAE

RMSE

MDRD (inductive)[29]

NA

5.88

7.74

WKNN (transductive)

NA

6.43

8.36

MLP (inductive)

12

5.75

8.44

ANFIS (inductive) [20]

27

5.48

7.49

DENFIS (inductive) [24]

25

5.35

7.25

NFI (transductive)

8.6

5.17

7.13

Table 4. Average experimental results of the ANFIS global model and the NFI personalised
models on the 10 randomly selected samples form Figure 6.
Number of

Number of

Number of

Average training

training

training

average fuzzy

time (CPU time)

RMSE

MAE

samples

iterations

rules

ANFIS

440

50

64

477.6 sec.

6.45

5.84

NFI

32

50

7.1

29.9 sec.

5.04

4.24

Model
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Table 5. Experimental results of ANFIS and NFI on patient data sample No. 270
Patient data
(No.270)

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

y

Age

Gender

Screat

Surea

Face

Salb

GFR (desired)

Female

0.22

21.8

White

43

30.0

59.7
Training

Training

Number of

Training time

Prediction

Model

samples

iterations

rules

(CPU time)

results

ANFIS

446

50

64

476.4 sec.

36.9

NFI

32

50

5

21.2 sec.

28.5
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Table 6. The extracted fuzzy rules (first order Takagi-Sugeno type) from the personalised NFI
model on patient data sample No. 270. All variables are normalized in [0, 1] interval and each
Gaussian membership function has parameters (α, m and σ) defined in Eq.7.
Rule 1: if x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
then y

is GaussianMF( 0.90 0.72 0.29)
is GaussianMF( 0.88 1.00 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.93 0.08 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.90 0.28 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.89 0.00 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.91 0.70 0.29)
= 0.41 – 0.047x1 + 0.085x2 – 0.570x3
– 0.197x4 – 0.027x5 + 0.036x6

Rule 2: if x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
then y

is GaussianMF( 0.97 0.67 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.78 1.00 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.99 0.11 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.97 0.40 0.32)
is GaussianMF( 0.98 0.00 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.96 0.90 0.26)
= 0.40 – 0.04x1 + 0.084x2 -0.552x3
– 0.201x4 – 0.029x5 + 0.047x6

Rule 3: if x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
then y

is GaussianMF( 0.96 0.65 0.29)
is GaussianMF( 0.95 1.00 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.96 0.21 0.28)
is GaussianMF( 0.98 0.51 0.24)
is GaussianMF( 0.90 0.00 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.97 0.73 0.32)
= 0.37 – 0.025x1 + 0.078x2 -0.533x3
– 0.171x4 -0.01x5 + 0.01x6

Rule 4: if x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
then y

is GaussianMF( 0.97 0.56 0.27)
is GaussianMF( 0.96 1.00 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.97 0.24 0.28)
is GaussianMF( 0.99 0.28 0.31)
is GaussianMF( 0.98 0.00 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.97 0.73 0.32)
= 0.39 – 0.065x1 + 0.081x2 – 0.544x3
– 0.226x4 – 0.074x5 + 0.059x6

Rule 5: if x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
then y

is GaussianMF( 0.94 0.88 0.26)
is GaussianMF( 0.90 1.00 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.94 0.16 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.98 0.41 0.31)
is GaussianMF( 0.94 0.00 0.30)
is GaussianMF( 0.97 0.70 0.29)
= 0.38 – 0.013x1 + 0.086x2 – 0.541x3
– 0.167x4 – 0.006x5 + 0.035x6
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